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60s (PDF)
length 64 feet 10 inches height 17 feet weight 14 430 lbs empty 23 500
lbs max gross airspeed 180 knots max ceiling 13 000 feet range 245
nautical miles crew four program the mh 60s helicopter features two
t700 ge 401 c engines with integrated particle separator the engines
transmis sion drive train and rotor system are fully marinized
shipboard compatible the helicopter comes with standard automatic main
rotor blade fold along with manual tail pylon and tail rotor fold mh
60s naval helicopter design the structure of the mh 60s is based on
the proven design features of the uh 60l black hawk and the naval
variant the sh 60b seahawk the helicopter uses the baseline structure
of the black hawk with seahawk t 700 ge 401c engines hover in flight
refuelling and fuel dumping the ch 60s was redesignated mh 60s in
february 2001 to reflect its planned multi mission use the mh 60s is
based on the uh 60l and has many naval sh 60 features 25 unlike all
other navy h 60s the mh 60s is not based on the original s 70b sh 60b
platform with its forward mounted twin tail gear and single starboard
sliding cabin door the mh 60s is a medium lift ship based helicopter
manufactured in three variants blocks that are derived from the army
uh 60l blackhawk all three blocks share a common cockpit avionics
flight instrumentation and power train with the mh 60r installed
systems differ by block based on mission the mh 60s seahawk missions
are anti surface warfare combat support humanitarian disaster relief
combat search and rescue aero medical evacuation specwar and organic
airborne mine system the mh 60s is a helicopter modified into three
variants blocks from the army uh 60l blackhawk it is optimized for
operation in the shipboard maritime environment the blocks share
common cockpit avionics and flight instrumentation with the mh 60r
block 2a b amcm system amcm system operator workstation a tether
towing system mh 60 seahawk helicopter description a twin engine
medium lift utility or assault helicopter features the seahawk is a
twin engine helicopter it is used for anti submarine warfare search
and mh 60r s e a h a w k key advantages proven performance superior
maritime capabilities most reliable cost effective unmatched multi
mission capability over 330 mh 60r seahawk helicopters worldwide with
over 1 million flight hours accumulated uinternational operations for
the u s navy royal danish tility vertical replenishment the mh 60s is
a helicopter modified into three variants blocks from the army uh 60l
blackhawk for operation in the shipboard maritime environment the
blocks share common cockpit avionics and flight instrumentation with
the mh 60r installed systems differ by block based on mission defense
technical information center the mh 60s multi mission helicopter
formerly called the ch 60s is a single main rotor guidelines set forth
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in navy training requirements documentation manual office of the chief
of naval weights and performance sikorsky mh 60s weights max gross
weight ground 10 659 kg 23 499 lb report or technical manual related
vfs resources lockheed martin corporation lockheed martin a 908 page
distribution statement c version of the u s navy natops sh 60b seahawk
helicopter flight manual from april 1 2008 key advantages mh 60r
walkaround multi mission maritime helicopter multimedia news the mh
60r seahawk helicopter brings transformational anti submarine asw and
anti surface warfare asuw capabilities to navies around the world
designed and built to u s navy specifications the romeo aircraft is
rugged powerful and reliable product description sikorsky mh 60
shelicopter flight manual a1 h60sa nfm 000 disclaimer this item is
sold for historical and reference only these are either original or
copies of manuals and blueprints used when these aircraft were in
active duty now transferred into electronic format sensor suite of the
mh 60s delivers maximum functionality while increasing safety and
reducing pilot overload the u s navy common cockpit incorporates avi
onics equipment advances in the following areas four 8 x 10 inch 20 3
x 25 4 cm full color night vision device capable sunlight readable
multi function mission and flight displays mh 60s missions the mh 60s
seahawk is a multi mission helicopter used by the navy for vertical
replenishment airborne mine counter measures amcm combat search and
rescue csar maritime interdiction operations mio and surface warfare
suw missions 43 closed tower ops weather briefing parachute warning
and misc h 60 simulators 44 multi subject 45 p 8a training
classification 46 appendix k afao and pub reference updates 47 flight
approval authority and misc items interim changes outstanding to be
maintained by the custodian of this manual interim change number
originator date
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mh 60s seahawk navair
Apr 19 2024

length 64 feet 10 inches height 17 feet weight 14 430 lbs empty 23 500
lbs max gross airspeed 180 knots max ceiling 13 000 feet range 245
nautical miles crew four program

sikorsky mh 60s seahawk helicopter
aviatorsdatabase com
Mar 18 2024

the mh 60s helicopter features two t700 ge 401 c engines with
integrated particle separator the engines transmis sion drive train
and rotor system are fully marinized shipboard compatible the
helicopter comes with standard automatic main rotor blade fold along
with manual tail pylon and tail rotor fold

mh 60s knighthawk seahawk multimission naval
helicopter
Feb 17 2024

mh 60s naval helicopter design the structure of the mh 60s is based on
the proven design features of the uh 60l black hawk and the naval
variant the sh 60b seahawk the helicopter uses the baseline structure
of the black hawk with seahawk t 700 ge 401c engines hover in flight
refuelling and fuel dumping

sikorsky sh 60 seahawk wikipedia
Jan 16 2024

the ch 60s was redesignated mh 60s in february 2001 to reflect its
planned multi mission use the mh 60s is based on the uh 60l and has
many naval sh 60 features 25 unlike all other navy h 60s the mh 60s is
not based on the original s 70b sh 60b platform with its forward
mounted twin tail gear and single starboard sliding cabin door

mh 60s multi mission combat support helicopter
Dec 15 2023

the mh 60s is a medium lift ship based helicopter manufactured in
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three variants blocks that are derived from the army uh 60l blackhawk
all three blocks share a common cockpit avionics flight
instrumentation and power train with the mh 60r installed systems
differ by block based on mission

mh 60s navair
Nov 14 2023

the mh 60s seahawk missions are anti surface warfare combat support
humanitarian disaster relief combat search and rescue aero medical
evacuation specwar and organic airborne mine

mh 60s multi mission combat support helicopter
Oct 13 2023

system the mh 60s is a helicopter modified into three variants blocks
from the army uh 60l blackhawk it is optimized for operation in the
shipboard maritime environment the blocks share common cockpit
avionics and flight instrumentation with the mh 60r block 2a b amcm
system amcm system operator workstation a tether towing system

mh 60 seahawk helicopter united states navy
displayy
Sep 12 2023

mh 60 seahawk helicopter description a twin engine medium lift utility
or assault helicopter features the seahawk is a twin engine helicopter
it is used for anti submarine warfare search and

multi mission maritime helicopter lockheed
martin
Aug 11 2023

mh 60r s e a h a w k key advantages proven performance superior
maritime capabilities most reliable cost effective unmatched multi
mission capability over 330 mh 60r seahawk helicopters worldwide with
over 1 million flight hours accumulated uinternational operations for
the u s navy royal danish tility vertical replenishment
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mh 60s multi mission combat support helicopter
Jul 10 2023

the mh 60s is a helicopter modified into three variants blocks from
the army uh 60l blackhawk for operation in the shipboard maritime
environment the blocks share common cockpit avionics and flight
instrumentation with the mh 60r installed systems differ by block
based on mission

defense technical information center
Jun 09 2023

defense technical information center

navy training system plan globalsecurity org
May 08 2023

the mh 60s multi mission helicopter formerly called the ch 60s is a
single main rotor guidelines set forth in navy training requirements
documentation manual office of the chief of naval

vertipedia sikorsky mh 60s vertical flight
society
Apr 07 2023

weights and performance sikorsky mh 60s weights max gross weight
ground 10 659 kg 23 499 lb report or technical manual related vfs
resources

lockheed martin corporation lockheed martin
Mar 06 2023

lockheed martin corporation lockheed martin

u s navy natops sh 60b seahawk helicopter
flight manual
Feb 05 2023

a 908 page distribution statement c version of the u s navy natops sh
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60b seahawk helicopter flight manual from april 1 2008

mh 60r seahawk helicopters lockheed martin
Jan 04 2023

key advantages mh 60r walkaround multi mission maritime helicopter
multimedia news the mh 60r seahawk helicopter brings transformational
anti submarine asw and anti surface warfare asuw capabilities to
navies around the world designed and built to u s navy specifications
the romeo aircraft is rugged powerful and reliable

sikorsky mh 60 s helicopter flight manual a1
h60sa nfm 000
Dec 03 2022

product description sikorsky mh 60 shelicopter flight manual a1 h60sa
nfm 000 disclaimer this item is sold for historical and reference only
these are either original or copies of manuals and blueprints used
when these aircraft were in active duty now transferred into
electronic format

sikorsky mh 60r seahawk helicopter
aviatorsdatabase com
Nov 02 2022

sensor suite of the mh 60s delivers maximum functionality while
increasing safety and reducing pilot overload the u s navy common
cockpit incorporates avi onics equipment advances in the following
areas four 8 x 10 inch 20 3 x 25 4 cm full color night vision device
capable sunlight readable multi function mission and flight displays

u s navy mh 60s seahawk cae inc
Oct 01 2022

mh 60s missions the mh 60s seahawk is a multi mission helicopter used
by the navy for vertical replenishment airborne mine counter measures
amcm combat search and rescue csar maritime interdiction operations
mio and surface warfare suw missions
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natops general flight and operating
instructions manual
Aug 31 2022

43 closed tower ops weather briefing parachute warning and misc h 60
simulators 44 multi subject 45 p 8a training classification 46
appendix k afao and pub reference updates 47 flight approval authority
and misc items interim changes outstanding to be maintained by the
custodian of this manual interim change number originator date
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